We boost your start-up blockchain project

We shine a light on a future where
the blockchain revolution and
informed investment are better

understood.
www.kriptoturkiye.xyz
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Some of our project partners
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We have the right connections, knowledge & experience for your project’s journey to success

From ideas to successfully matured crypto projects
We can help your project with many start-up aspects, from incubation to
acceleration to successfully community growth.
We understand the difficulties faced by emerging crypto projects; supporting
crypto project journeys, each requires a unique program designed to take the
project's maturity further and raise the success rate.
This is not done only with our expertise but also brings together other vital
players in the sector through our networking.
We also source partners from outside the crypto industry if they are relevant to
the project.
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Areas we can help
We can help your project in various ways with our own expertise or we can use our networking power to
connect you with the right person for the job.
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Marketing Strategy
Community Grow and Management
KOL Influencer Marketing
Beta Testing Groups
Game Guild Partnership Services

Tokenomics & Fundamentals
Roadmap Creation
Audit Management
Whitepaper & Pitch Deck
Website & Design Advising

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

KOLs Allocations
CEX Relations
Ecosystem Partnership

Ecosystem Partnership
Launchpad Partnership
VC Tours & Connections
PR & KOL Marketing
Community Development

•
•
•
•
•

Pre-CEX Listing Activities
During-CEX Listing activities
Post-Listing Marketing
Market Maker Partnership
Whitelisting & AirDrops
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What’s Idea Lab?

•

IdeaLab does not provide products and services; we provide project growth ideas
and solutions.

•

Our IdeaLab concept brings a paradigm shift to project start-up needs by focusing
on methodology, measurable results and unique solutions.

•

We look for growth strategies, brainstorm unique solutions specific to each crypto
project, and then test many ideas in parallel. When an idea shows great promise,
we apply it, spin it off into action, and help grow a successful project.

•

IdeaLab is a concept where our entire team can participate and find the best
solutions for your project.
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We Work With The Best Influencers In Türkiye!

1.7m+
YouTube

Telegram

Twitter

3.2m+

600K+
The total social media power of
the influencers we work with
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Influencer Marketing Services

Many social media accounts with many followers often include many ghost (fake) followers,
meaning that not all followings are genuine on social media.
BOTs or inactive users often participate in project sweepstakes for cash prizes without a genuine
interest in those accounts or projects.
Influencers can often deceive and mislead their collaborators by having a 'high' number of
followers when they only look to advance their gains and interests.
Working with the wrong influencers can do more harm than good for your project, potentially
wasting valuable time and setting your project back.
Influencer marketing is critical and can highly impact your crypto brand and access to key
audiences and markets.
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What is our solution?

We will work with handpicked, honest influencers with a genuine following.

We have excellent connections and a great understanding of the key players and influencers in the
Turkish market.
We will leverage critical influencer networks to help you reach your target. For example, the influencer
focused on technical analysis will primarily appeal to the trade community, whilst the influencer
focused on fundamental research will likely appeal to the investor community.
We will collaborate with multiple medium-sized influencers who we know will support and help grow
your project in the long run, which is also more economical than collaborations with celebrity
influencers.
Once an agreement is reached with an influencer(s) for the project, we will share their social media
accounts with you so that you can monitor them simultaneously.

We will have all the responsibility here, and you will experience the comfort of knowing that all
business follow-up on this side is entrusted to us.
The results of all completed campaigns will be reported to you in detail.
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Influencer Marketing Services

Advance Influencer Marketing Services

Depending on the projects needs we may recommend one of these two services. Please
note that the advance influencer marketing is still a much higher quality service than what
traditional agents offer.

Premium Influencer Marketing Services

On the other hand, no other agents provide as sophisticated services as our premium
influencer marketing services that we are aware of.
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Influencer
Marketing Services

Premium Influencer
Marketing Services

Uses tier 1 & 2 influencers

Uses tier 1 & 2 influencers

Focuses on building community

Focuses on building community & whitelist sales

Mainly Utilises Twitter floats, YouTube reviews, campaign sharing, etc.

Mainly utilises Twitter floats, YouTube reviews, campaign sharing,
Twitter space, AMA, deep reviews, etc.

We do not provide close guidance, the influencers just use their own
methods
All accounts have been vetted to meet the minimum standards and
media channels quality approved
Budget friendly

We work very closely with the influencers at every stage,
providing guidance and sophisticated planning

Every agreement is made individually and each influencer has a
different plan for promoting the project
All accounts have been vetted to meet the minimum standards
and media channels quality approved
Subject to approval and interest from all involved parties
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Other Benefits Of Influencer Marketing With Us
(Applies To Advance & Premium Services)

When an agreement is reached with influencers for a new
project, we will share their social media accounts with you
transparently.
We will have all the responsibility, follow-ups, and chasing so
you can remove the stress.
The results of all completed campaigns will be reported to you
in detail as PDFs, either weekly or monthly.
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Social Media Community Grow And Management
When we support a project, initially we like to handle the social media accounts for them as we truly believe we can do this better than anyone.

Video content creation (series if required) via expert team (copywriter, voice artist, illustrator, editor, analyst etc.)
Optimize all the applicable channels with onsite SEO techniques.
Organize (or host) live broadcasts on projects exclusive to your project.

Organize events, sweepstakes and draws for the community to grow.
Organize pool voting events to engage the community in the project.
Organize Twitter space AMAs, similar events, interact professionally with followers.

Set up BOTs for applicable channels for proper management, responsible for blocking abusive posts, etc.
Translate all published contents of your project into Turkish.

We train and dedicate full-time group admins who will be familiar with your project.
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Additional Support We Provide Outside Of The Blockchain

This is another area where we differentiate ourselves from other agents.

We can analyze your project, and if we think that you could benefit from more partners
from outside the crypto sector, we can do field research and source for the potential
partners.
For example:
If you have a decentralized social media DAPP, we can look for influencers from
traditional social media.
If your project is related to the health industry, we can try to source connections from
individuals in the health sector, such as private hospitals, etc.
If the project is related to entertainment, then we can look for collaborators from the
music or movie industries.
As you can see from these examples, we like to see ourselves as a partner in your
project, and we will do whatever it takes to bring your project to success
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Kripto Türkiye Networking

One thing we love doing at Kripto Türkiye is bringing possible collaborators
together. We love networking!
One of the advantages of dealing with many projects is connecting with many
important players in the blockchain field.
Whether you need a centralized exchange, a market maker for your exchange
listings, launchpads or even developers, anything you need, local or international
contacts, we share all of our network with you.

We can access other parties' networks if we cannot reach the appropriate place.
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Kripto Türkiye Advisory

Another area where we like helping first-time start-ups, in particular, is where they
may need some additional advice. Having been in the market for a long time, we
have the relevant experience to see what the project needs, especially when
observing from an outside perspective.
For example, we have even joined clients' project meetings with the CEX and have
been able to negotiate the best deal on behalf of the project owner. Or perhaps we
can advise you if there is room for improvement on your tokenomics, vesting
schedule, or even your website design.

It doesn't matter what it is; we just like to look at all areas in the project and share
our experience and advice with you. We want to act like your partner rather than your
service provider.
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Testimonials

Thank you for your time and interest

We shine a light on a future where
the blockchain revolution and
informed investment are better
understood.

www.kriptoturkiye.xyz

